KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
SPECIAL PROVISION TO THE
STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS, 2015 EDITION

SECTION 2211

THERMOPLASTIC PAVEMENT MARKING MATERIAL

Page 2200-15, subsection 2211.2, add the following:

**g. Verification Testing.** The Engineer will take verification samples of thermoplastic material from 1 lot of each color per project, using KT-30. Send the samples to MRC for testing and evaluation. Lots previously tested by MRC will be exempt from testing, and may be exempt from sampling if coordinated with MRC.

SECTION 2212

PREFORMED THERMOPLASTIC PAVEMENT MARKING MATERIAL

Page 2200-17, subsection 2212.2, add the following:

**f. Verification Testing.** The Engineer will take verification samples of thermoplastic material from 1 lot of each color per project. Do not sample preformed symbols. Send the samples to MRC for testing and evaluation. Lots previously tested by MRC will be exempt from testing, and may be exempt from sampling if coordinated with MRC.

SECTION 2213

SPRAYED THERMOPLASTIC PAVEMENT MARKING MATERIAL

Page 2200-19, subsection 2213.2, add the following:

**g. Verification Testing.** The Engineer will take verification samples of thermoplastic material from 1 lot of each color per project, using KT-30. Send the samples to MRC for testing and evaluation. Lots previously tested by MRC will be exempt from testing, and may be exempt from sampling if coordinated with MRC.
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